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Juniper Research Overview & Insight Areas

• Formed in 2001, Juniper Research is a mobile and

10%

digital market specialist with a worldwide client base.

• We are a trusted research partner of many of the

20%

40%

world’s leading organisations.

• We provide both off-the-shelf research and bespoke
content across more than 50 markets in the mobile
and digital ecosystem.

30%

• Our team specialises in identifying changes and
disruption in the market.

North America

Some of our clients
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Webinar Overview

• First set of fintech trend predictions
• Focus on:
a) Product launches
b) Planned legislation

What is the
Opportunity?

Why 2020?

Who
Benefits?

Juniper
Research
Predictions

c) Showcase events

• Predictions covered in reverse ranking.
• Webinar followed by Q&A
a) Send questions via chat box
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10
Instant Payment Momentum to Build,
with International Interoperability Key

10. Instant Payment Momentum to Build, with
International Interoperability Key
What is the Trend?
Instant payments have become an essential target for both financial
institutions and regulators, driven by key success stories.

Estimated Share of SCT Instant Volume of Whole
SCT Volume (%), Q4 2018-Q4 2019
6%

• SEPA in the EU has brought down settlement times significantly, with the
SEPA Instant Credit Transfer Scheme reducing this further.

• However, much more work needs to be done. The US Federal Reserve has

5%

4%

announced FedNow, but this will not launch until 2021.
Why 2020?

3%

With the example that SEPA Instant Credit has set, momentum is rapidly
building in instant payments.

2%

• Vendors such as SWIFT are releasing new standards such as gpi, which will

1%

significantly reduce payment times.

• ISO 20022 adoption is also accelerating, which will standardise payments
messaging and make implementation of cross-border schemes easier.
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10. Instant Payment Momentum to Build, with
International Interoperability Key
Who will Benefit?

• Businesses: B2B payments will be faster, simplifying

Total Number of Cross-Border B2B Payments, (m)
Split by 3 Regions, 2020

accounts payable/receivable operations.

• Consumers: Increased speed of transactions for P2P, bill
payments.
Juniper Research Prediction
Instant payments schemes will accelerate and focus on
international interoperability in 2020, enabled by
standardisation with ISO 20022 and cross-border schemes.
This will allow:

• Faster and simpler accounts payable/receivable
processes

• Less complicated B2B payment systems
• Increased payment volume for payment processors

Americas

Source: Juniper Research

Related Research:
B2B Money Transfer: Domestic & Cross-Border Market
Opportunities 2019-2023
www.juniperresearch.com
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9
Digital-only Banks to ‘Rebundle’ Services
Using Open Banking

9. Digital-only Banks to ‘Rebundle’ Services Using
Open Banking
What is the Trend?
Digital-only banks have emerged in numerous markets, focusing on
disrupting single elements of the banking experience. However, this has
left digital banks limited in scope and not widely utilised as main
accounts.

Starling Bank Business Marketplace

• Starling Bank in the UK is an example of an API-based marketplace for
personal and business customers, offering further financial services.

• Open Banking APIs make this approach simple, requiring relatively small
implementation work.
Why 2020?
Open Banking has become relatively well established in Europe, meaning
that customers are more open to shared access, while competition has
increased.

• Traditional banks have begun to launch digital-only brands of their own, such
as Bó from NatWest, providing more competition.

• Fintechs have emerged that offer banking-related services, such as insurance
or financial management, but lack access to users through bank accounts.

www.juniperresearch.com
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9. Digital-only Banks to ‘Rebundle’ Services Using
Open Banking
Who will Benefit?
Mobile Banking Users (m), Global,
2018-2020

• Digital-only Banks: Having more services to offer will
make them more compelling.

2,500

• Fintechs: Gives them more access to users via bank
accounts.

2,000

• Users: Increases the value propositions by having a
digital-only bank account.
1,500

Juniper Research Prediction
Digital-only banks will evolve into full-bundle offerings,
increasing their value proposition significantly. This will
create:

• Additional impetus for digital transformation at traditional

1,000

500

banks

• More traction in the digital-only banking space, with users
moving all transactions to these accounts.
Related Research:
Retail Banking: Digital Transformation & Disruptor
Opportunities 2018-2022
www.juniperresearch.com
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8
Latin America will Emerge as a Crucial
Payments Battleground

8. Latin America will Emerge as a Crucial Payments
Battleground
What is the Opportunity?
Traditional payments companies face lower growth in developed
markets, as digital methods reach saturation in some areas.

• Accordingly, numerous players are looking to emerging markets for future
growth, in particular Latin America.

• Latin America is particularly attractive as there is an established credit
culture based on credit cards, as well as relatively high rates of banked
individuals.
Why 2020?
There was a gradual expansion of partnerships in2019. In 2020 these
partnerships will intensify and begin to deliver results.

• Card networks will be the major drivers of innovation, with acquisitions
accelerating in recent months.

• NuBank’s recent success in Brazil shows the potential that digital
solutions can have, with digital wallet services in particular keen to exploit
this.
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8. Latin America will Emerge as a Crucial Payments
Battleground
Who will Benefit?

• Payments Companies: Card networks and digital wallet

Latin America Digital Commerce Transaction
Volumes (%), Split by Key Segments, 2019

providers will benefit from increased user bases and
diversified revenue streams.

• Users: Those in Latin America will be given much more
choice and access to new payment solutions.
Juniper Research Prediction
Latin America will emerge as a crucial battleground, driving
partnerships, innovation and expanded offerings.

• More partnerships like PayPal/Mercado Libre will emerge,
driving digital usage in eCommerce.

• Payments companies will begin to look farther afield, to
markets such as Africa, but these will require more lead
time for infrastructure building.

Related Research:
Digital Commerce Regional Analysis: Key Trends,
Segment Analysis & Regional Forecasts 2020-2024
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7
QR Payments to Reach Scale in
Emerging Markets

7. QR Payments to Reach Scale in Emerging Markets

What is the Trend?
QR payments have, to date, been essentially exclusive to China, where
they have reached scale. There will be further rollouts of QR in emerging
economies during 2020.

• Emerging markets face the same challenges that China had 10 years ago; an
expanding economy without the infrastructure to deal with rapidly growing
payments requirements.

• In emerging markets, smartphone penetration is high compared to the banked
population and POS terminal penetration, making the smartphone a crucial
lever in payments.
Why 2020?
There will be increased QR rollouts in emerging economies this year, as
rollouts beyond China emerge from early stages.

• China will continue to exert influence through its investment in emerging
economies, which will drive further QR deployment.

• Recent rollouts of Alipay and WeChat Pay in South Africa, Thailand,
Philippines and Malaysia will gain momentum.

www.juniperresearch.com

7. QR Payments to Reach Scale in Emerging Markets

Who will Benefit?
Total Value of Retail Transactions, QR Codes ($m),
Africa & Middle East, 2018-2020

• Consumers and Merchants: Easy and inexpensive to set
up and use compared with NFC-based payment methods
$30,000

Juniper Research Prediction

• The low cost of deployment and the increasing popularity

$25,000

of smartphones will be drivers.
$20,000

• QR as a payment method is cheap to deploy and cheap to
run. It is therefore likely to displace the role of cash in
emerging economies

• Total value of QR retail transactions in Africa & Middle

$15,000

$10,000

East will reach almost $28 billion in 2020
$5,000

$0
2018

Related Research:
Digital Wallets: Service Provider Analysis, Market
Opportunities & Forecasts 2019-2024
www.juniperresearch.com
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Challenger Bank Consolidation Begins

6. Challenger Bank Consolidation Begins

What is the Trend?
Challenger Bank Consolidation Begins

• The outlook for challenger banks remains uncertain, despite high levels of
funding.

• Several challenger banks have made it clear that they are still prioritising
growth over profitability, which will deter investors.
Why 2020?

This will have an impact this year as a variety of different market
trends converge on challenger banks.

• Capital to fund ongoing investment in technology-focused companies is
drying up, as part of the ‘techlash’.

• Several traditional banks have launched their own digital-only offerings
recently, showing that they have a desire to compete with digital-only
banks. They are also typically branded differently from the traditional
accounts, meaning acquisition of an established brand will be in line with
those goals.
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6. Challenger Bank Consolidation Begins
Who will Benefit?

• Traditional Banks: These will be able to augment their
offerings by acquiring digital services, and reduce their
competition at the same time.

• Larger Challenger Banks: Those that have established
themselves could broaden their services by merging with
the competition, boosting their competitiveness.
Juniper Research Prediction
We expect the fragility of these players to deter high levels
of future investment in the space.
The lack of funds will also force challenger bank exits in
2020, typically through acquisition.

Related Research:
Retail Banking: Digital Transformation & Disruptor
Opportunities 2018-2022
Alternative Lending: Industry Dynamics, Strategies &
Forecasts 2019-2023
www.juniperresearch.com

5
3D Secure 2.0 to Enforce de facto SCA
Implementation

5. 3D Secure 2.0 to Enforce de facto SCA
Implementation
What is the Trend?
SCA integration into 3D Secure 2.0

• 3D Secure 2.0 makes eCommerce
transactions compliant with PSD2’s SCA
requirement; we expect 2020 to be the year
this finally arrives at scale.
Why 2020?
This will have an impact this year as a
variety of different market trends converge
on challenger banks.

• The biggest laggards will be acquirer banks,
thanks to the many API integrations they will
need.

• This has dragged because of the cost and
logistics of implementation are very high. As it
becomes a requirement across the EU, the
costs for smaller businesses will rise in the
short term.
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5. 3D Secure 2.0 to Enforce de facto SCA
Implementation
Who will Benefit?

• Merchants: This will simplify the process of SCA
compliance, regardless of territory in which the merchant
operates.

• Payment Platforms: The implementation of different
standards will now be simplified from a platform
perspective as well.
Juniper Research Prediction
Several of the additions made in 3D Secure 2.1 and 2.2
make tokenised data more valuable for customer tracking,
with more attributes being sent. As a result, we expect
many platforms to move directly to these specifications,
rather than the base 2.0.

Number of Smartphones using Biometric
Authentication (m), Global, 2019-2024
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Related Research:
Digital Identity: Technology Evolution, Regulatory Analysis &
Forecasts 2019-2024

200

0

Mobile Payment Authentication & Data Security
Encryption, Tokenisation & Biometrics 2019-2024
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4
Facebook Pay to Gain Momentum,
Despite Libra Toxicity

4. Facebook Pay to Gain Momentum, Despite Libra
Toxicity
What is the Trend?
Facebook Pay will become an important payments channel, despite
challenges and ensuing toxicity over Libra.

• Facebook-sponsored Libra has encountered a variety of issues, including
intense regulatory scrutiny and the subsequent withdrawal of partners.

• However, this does not mean Facebook does not have a role in
payments.

• Facebook touches eCommerce and payments in several areas, giving it
high potential.
Why 2020?
Given the response to Libra, Facebook will be seeking to regain
momentum in payments, following its announcement of Facebook
Pay’s launch.

• WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger are extremely popular chat apps,
which have potential for P2P and merchant payments.

• Instagram has become integral to eCommerce campaigns, with massive
potential benefits of adding payments features.
www.juniperresearch.com

4. Facebook Pay to Gain Momentum, Despite Libra
Toxicity
Who will Benefit?

• Users: Users will benefit from more convenient payment
options with social media and messaging apps.

• Facebook: Facebook will become a valid payments
player, creating an additional source of revenue.
Juniper Research Prediction
Facebook will become a significant payments player,
tapping into the social payments trend that has been
building for a number of years. This will create:

• Competition for P2P payments vendors.
• Security and privacy concerns regarding Facebook’s
greater involvement.

Related Research:
Digital Money Transfer & Remittances: Domestic &
International Markets 2019-2024
Mobile & Online Remote Payments for Digital & Physical
Goods: Opportunities, Pain Points & Competition 2019-2024
www.juniperresearch.com

3
Tech Firms Move into Banking

3. Tech Firms Move into Banking

What is the Trend?
Tech Firms Move into Banking

• Several tools and opportunities for non-financial players to provide
financial services are becoming available, supported by regulatory
movement from the EU.

• Partnerships between banks and tech companies are more likely than
tech companies outright becoming banks.
Why 2020?
Apple Card has shown it can be effective, and other partnerships are
already underway.

• Google, Stripe and PayPal are all preparing to start, or expand, banking
and payment-related offerings.

• The Open Banking tools made available from PSD2 give these companies
the ability to be bank-like, without needing to be banks. The effects of
PSD2 can now be felt, including the ability to share banking data between
platforms.

www.juniperresearch.com

3. Tech Firms Move into Banking
Who will Benefit?

• Tech firms: Companies with an existing portfolio of
services can monetise existing users more easily than
getting new business.
Juniper Research Prediction
We expect several large tech firms to launch products that
leverage Open Banking by the end of 2020.

• This will include offerings from Google, as well as an
expansion of services from Square, PayPal’s Venmo and
others.

• Following Apple’s lead, this will lead to tech-branded
products supported by banks in the background.

Related Research:
Digital Wallets: Service Provider Analysis, Market
Opportunities & Forecasts 2019-2024
Retail Banking: Digital Transformation & Disruptor
Opportunities 2018-2022
www.juniperresearch.com

2
Contactless Cards to Reach Scale in the
US

2. Contactless Cards to Reach Scale in the US

What is the Trend?
Following the successful transition from magstripe to EMV cards, the
next area for significant growth in the US is contactless payment
cards.

Contactless Cards in Issue (m), US,
2018-2020
600

• In 2019 US banks and credit card providers issued contactless cards,

500

consequently contactless card payments in the US will finally begin to
reach scale in 2020.

400

478

• The number of contactless cards in issue in the US will grow by 87% from
2019-2020.
Why 2020?

300

256

200

153

Contactless acceptance has risen at POS, with card issuer support
growing rapidly.

• The EMV rollout means that much of the POS infrastructure in the US
already supports contactless in principle and thus a rollout of cards will be
smoother and swifter.

• Many of the major card issuers in the US have now added contactless
functionality for their cards.

www.juniperresearch.com
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2. Contactless Cards to Reach Scale in the US

Who will Benefit?

• Merchants: This will enable a greater throughput of
transactions at POS. Newer EMV-enabled POS terminals
are also capable of accepting contactless payments, only
requiring software installation or updates.

• Users: Contactless transactions provide a speed
advantage over Chip & PIN transactions, leading to
reduced payment times at POS.
Juniper Research Prediction

• A major driver for this growth in card usage will be the use
of unattended contactless POS in the transport sector.

• US consumers acceptance of contactless payments via
Google Pay and Apple Pay will mean an easier transition
to contactless cards.

Related Research:
Contactless Payments: Payment Cards, OEM Pay &
Mobile Wallets 2018-2023
www.juniperresearch.com
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Blockchain will Disrupt International
Money Transfer

1. Blockchain will Disrupt International Money
Transfer
What is the Opportunity?
Traditional money transfer solutions have been problematic,
in both the B2B and P2P areas, plagued by slow transfer
times and high costs.

• Blockchain has the potential to solve these challenges, by
offering faster transaction times, more transparency and lower
costs, changing the money transfer equation.
Why 2020?

• In the last year, blockchain has emerged as a promising
approach in the money transfer field, backed by Visa (B2B
Connect), IBM (Blockchain World Wire) and Ripple (RippleNet).

• There have also been several partnerships with traditional
money transfer operators and IT providers, providing necessary
infrastructure.

• In the context of instant payments, the money transfer systems
must evolve if they wish to retain payment volumes.

www.juniperresearch.com

1. Blockchain will Disrupt International Money
Transfer

Who will Benefit?

• Money Transfer Operators: Traditional money transfer
operators will be able to use blockchain to improve services,
enabling them to retain market share.

• Blockchain Platform Providers: Providers such as IBM and
Ripple will build momentum for their blockchain deployments,
leading to further innovation.

Total Value of Cross-Border B2B Transactions
Recorded on the Blockchain ($m), Global, 2020 & 2024
$5,000,000
$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000

• Users: Users will benefit from improved settlement times and

$2,500,000

easier processes.
$2,000,000

Juniper Research Prediction
$1,500,000

• Blockchain will become a viable technological solution in money

$1,000,000

transfer, gaining traction this year.
$500,000

• Money transfer operators will seek partnerships to ensure they
retain market share in a changing environment.

$0
2020

Source: Juniper Research

Related Research:
Blockchain: Key Vertical Opportunities, Trends &
Challenges 2019-2030
www.juniperresearch.com
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To recap…
1. Blockchain will Disrupt International Money Transfer
2. Contactless Cards to Reach Scale in the US
3. Tech Firms to Move into Banking
4. Facebook Pay to Gain Momentum, Despite Libra Toxicity
5. 3D Secure 2.0 to Enforce de facto SCA Implementation

6. Challenger Bank Consolidation Begins
7. QR Payments to Reach Scale in Emerging Markets
8. Latin America will Emerge as a Crucial Payments Battleground
9. Digital-only Banks to ‘Rebundle’ Services Using Open Banking

10. Instant Payment Momentum to Build, with International Interoperability Key
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Questions & Answers

Juniper Research Services
Juniper Research specialises in identifying and appraising new high growth market sectors within the digital ecosystem.
Market sizing and forecasting are the cornerstones of our offering, together with competitive analysis, strategic
assessment and business modelling in the research areas listed below. Please click on each research stream for more
information, or contact us at nick.mardell@juniperresearch.com
FINTECH & PAYMENTS
Over the past ten years Juniper Research has pioneered
research into this sector, plotting the course of mobile
payments, banking and financial services as well as
wallets, NFC, ticketing and coupons.

CONTENT & COMMERCE
Juniper Research has been at the forefront of this sector
for over thirteen years, having built an unrivalled source
of market intelligence and forecast data. Our wide range
of reports includes digital advertising and the future
games market.
SMART DEVICES
Juniper Research offers a broad range of reports, and
interactive spreadsheets, covering the current and future
markets for smart toys, consumer robotics, wearables
and others.
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IoT & M2M
Juniper Research’s IoT & M2M stream provides
market intelligence across a number of high growth
vertical markets such as MaaS, Smart Cities, M2M and
Smart Home.
TELCO SERVICE
PROVIDERS
Juniper’s Strategy & Competition research stream
offers competitive analysis and business modelling on
player strategies, providing strategic market insights
and recommendations.
INNOVATION & DISRUPTION
The prospect of super fast 5G networks and emerging
AR & VR services offer a tantalising future for the
industry. In this programme we investigate the markets
such as 5G, 4G LTE, VR and AR.

Thank you
Email: nick.mardell@juniperresearch.com

Tel: +44 (0)1256 830002
Twitter: @juniperresearch
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